Kylie & Lee
Total Wedding Cost £8,211.60
(only £130.34 per guest)
63 Guests
Sole Use of Manor House including Conservatory, all public areas and Manor
Suite.

Photography: £880 - Alan Michael Usher
Unfortunately, the rain on the wedding day changed all of our plans for
photos outside at the last minute but our photographer was very professional
and was able to capture some beautiful photos inside and around the hotel
that we were very happy with. He has been very easy to communicate with
prior to the wedding, and had all of our guests laughing throughout the day.
He was also able to get some lovely photos during the ceremony without
being too much in the way of our guests, which is something that we really
appreciated.
Flowers: £879- Swaffham and Fakenham florist
Out of all the florists we met with, Michelle from Swaffham Florist was the
most helpful and friendly right from the start. She was happy to do anything
we asked for and it was lovely being able to pick out which flowers we
wanted. She was very helpful and communicated well throughout the whole
process and we couldn't be happier with how our flowers turned out on the
day. The level of detail and effort which she put in to making our floral
arrangements look perfect is something we are very grateful for. We would
definitely recommend this florist.
Décor: £294 - Serendipity Wedding Hire (Bev)
Bev was so helpful and was happy to do anything we asked her, even though
it was short notice. We was really able to put the finishing touches on the day
thanks to Bev. If we had of found her sooner, we would have hired so much
more than we did. She was able to add small details such as our names on the
post box and flower garlands around the signs that made all the difference.
We were very impressed with the ‘Mr & Mrs’s sign and the doughnut stand
which we hired from her for a very reasonable price, and everyone
complimented us on them. We couldn’t be more grateful to Bev as she did an
amazing job and was such a lovely person.
Cake: £320 with a £60 delivery charge- Sassa's Bespoke Cakes
We chose Sassa's as they offered a wide selection of cakes with incredible
designs. We decided on the silver birch tree design and everyone was so
surprised how real it looked, the effort that had gone into making and
designing the cake was obvious to see. They were able to make a cake that
catered to soya allergies without compromising on the taste, which was

something very important to us. They offered a selection of flavours, we chose
salted caramel for our top tier and red velvet for the bottom and there was no
complaints at all. Our guests said it was the nicest cake they've ever had.
Disco: £250 -Steven Reed
Steven's set up was perfect for Heacham Manor and he provided great
evening entertainment. All of the guests loved him and he was very easy to
talk to, both before and during the wedding. He arrived at the hotel to start
setting up at 5:30pm ready for the reception to start at 7pm, and he stayed
through until midnight. We would definitely recommend him as a brilliant DJ
for a reasonable price.
Suits: Groom's suit £130- hired from Goddard's
Good quality suit, very good service and overall would recommend.
Dress: Designer is 'Allure Bridal'
Doughnuts: £140- Krispy Kreme
Hair and makeup: £175 for myself and mother of the bride- Fallon and
Caroline from Salon 63
Hair was done by Caroline and I was very impressed. I have very long thick hair
so it is often hard to style but Caroline was able to find a style that worked
well, lasted all day and looked beautiful. Fallon did a very natural look with my
make up as I am not used to wearing much on a daily basis. She was very
gentle applying the makeup and didn't do anything I wasn't comfortable
with. The make-up lasted all day and was just what I had wanted. Both are
very talented, kind and were easy to talk to.

